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Slicing Your Market Segments

It used to be that we’d test 
the validity of an idea by 
handing out large surveys. 
We’d run regular focus groups 
and have test audiences.

That’s because it used to tThat’s because it used to take 
a LOT more money to get 
things even to a prototype.

Here’s how various 
companies find and divide up 
their segments instead.

“You find your market by getting customers, 
you don’t get customers by finding your 
market.”
                   -Graham & Derek

Market research made more sense when Market research made more sense when 
you had a lot of upfront money, and no 
easy way to test cheap. The internet has 
changed that. Test ideas small (a blog 
even) and build from there.
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Gradual market expansion.
-Started with Ivy League Universities
-Expanded to other colleges
-Expanded to high schools
-Expanded to general public

Target market is: everyone.
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In-depth customer relationships.
Fonar manufactures upright MRIs. It’s a very Fonar manufactures upright MRIs. It’s a very 
precise market for this machine, and the only 
way to design/sell it well is to immerse 
yourself in the world that uses it. The only way 
to do that is with deep, regular, customer 
interactions. Relationships. Friendships.
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Geographical markets.
The stores that we go to are determined by 
proximity. When more than one are close, we 
go by price or quality (rarely both).
New Seasons has 12 stores scattered across New Seasons has 12 stores scattered across 
Portland. All of them target health conscious, 
locally minded, more affluent shoppers. They 
target areas by demographics, but how did 
they choose their customer niche? Based on 
the things that they personally care about.
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“We don’t do market research.”
                   -37 Signals

Like Apple, 37signals designs products for 
themselves. They create things that they find 
useful (and assume that others will as well).
They segment their customers with price tiers, They segment their customers with price tiers, 
but all of them aim at the ‘Small Business’ 
niche (because that’s what they themselves 
started as).
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                  -Steve Jobs

Apple starts by designing products that THEY 
will like, then thinks through them logically to 
figure out if it’s something other people 
want as well.
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